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Abstract: The student's conception of friction force direction on objects is
different. Student’s conceptions are important to improve the next learning
process. The aim to the research was to know student’s conception about
friction force direction. This research was a qualitative descriptive. Samples
consisted of 33 students from Physics Education UNS semester 1 who have
not obtained the material friction in the lecture. Data collected through test
and intervie. Data were analyzed by reduction, presentation, conclusion and
verification. Based on the result of student conception showed the average of
82,82% student can describe the direction of friction force on objects with
translational motion, 18,18% student can describe the direction of friction
force on objects with translational and rotation motion inclane and all
students can not describe the direction of friction force on bicycle wheels.
Keyword: Bicycle, conception, friction force, rotate motion, translation
motion.

1. Introduction
Students have different conceptions of objects or phenomena. The student's
conception was depend on the preconceptions or the initial concept. If students have
correct preconception, so it can support learning. If preconceptions are incorrect, so it
will make students difficult to understand new concepts. These difficulties are provided
an opportunity for students to experience a sustainable misconception. Handhika J. et al,
(2015) argue that student conception is information that must be known before learning,
so that lecturers will be easier in learning process. Nik (2015) to identify student ideas
in advance is very important to be able to teach physics effectively. Student conceptions
is important to evaluate progress in learning (Tzung-Jin Lin, 2017). Learning on Physics
education recommends using several respresentations to know the conception of
students, for example is free diagram. Rosengrant (2009) said that the use free diagrams
can help teachers to know the students conception and help students to answer the
problem.
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Friction force is one of the fundamental matter in physics learning. Friction force is
often applied in everyday, but students still show problems and misconceptions about
frictional force (Salazar, 1990). In physics books is often explained that the direction of
friction forces against the direction of motion. According to Paulo and Andriano (2005)
students were understand that friction forces are generally opposed to the objects
motion. Paulo and Andriano (2015) is explained student conceptions about the frictional
force of rotating objects and provide learning strategies. According to Cross (2017) the
origin concept of the friction force is unclear, so he was investigated about the origin of
frictional forces. Ambrosis et al. (2015) and Prasitpong et al (2010) were explained a
simple demonstration to visualize the direction of frictional force because students have
not understand the frictional force concept. In this research aim is to know student
conception about friction force direction through free body diagram.
2. Research Method
The descriptive qualitative method was employed in this study. Data were collected
through test and interview. The test was given by students to describe thefrictional force
direction through free-body diagrams. Interviews were conducted to clarify students'
answers. Samples were used 33 students of Physics Education UNS semester 1 who
have not obtained the friction concept in the lecture. Data were analyzed by data
reduction, data presentation, conclusion and verification (Sugiyono, 2010).
3. Result and Discussion
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Figure 1. Analysis about student answers to each question
Figure 1 was shown that majority students can answer correctly Q1, Q2 and Q3
about the frictional force direction on translational motion. Students can not answer in
Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q7 because the question involves on rotation motion.
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3.1. frictional force direction on translation motion
Table 1. The result of the frictional force concept on translation motion
Test
Result
Q1. A block m in the rough horizontal plane. Draw 87.88% correct. 9.09% incorrect
the forces that act (including frictional force) on
and 3.03% did not give a clear
the block in the horizontal plane, when:
answer.
a. the block was given force to the positive x axis
b. the block is given force to the negative x axis
Q2. A block m is placed on a rough incline. Draw
81.81% correct answer. 6.06%
the forces that act (including frictional forces) on
incorrect and 12.12% no respon
the block, when: a. down and b. up
Q3. Draw the forces that act (including frictional
78.78% correct answer. 3.03%
forces) on a solid cylinder which translation motion incorrect and 18.18% no respon
on the incline
The student showed the frictional force direction on translation motion (according to
Q1, Q2 and Q3). The average student can draw the friction force direction correctly,
although some students give the wrong answer. Students conception with correct answer
was the friction force against the objects motion. If the object moved to the right, so the
friction force to the left. If the object moved to the left, the friction force to the right.
Base on interview result, the student answered incorrect because of the confused and
forgot friction concept.
The correct concept, friction force direction is not against the direction of the object
motion. The friction force direction is opposite to the force that causes the object to
move. The cause of moving objects in Q1, Q2, and Q3 is the force applied to the object.
The force is applied to the right, friction force to the left. If the force is to the left, the
frictional force to the right. Student conception is different with the concept of frictional
force direction. Q1, Q2 and Q3 indicated that the force is in the direction of the object
motion, so that almost all students give the correct answer.
3.2. Rotation and translation in the incline
Table 2. Conception of frictional force direction in rotation and translation in the incline
Test
Q4. The cylinder
moves translations
and rotations on a
rough incline. Draw
forces (force friction)
on the cylinder that
moves translations
and rotations on the

Result
6.06% answered
correctly.81.82%
answered
incorrectly and
12.12% no respon
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Student conception
Cylinder motion is considered the same
as the motion of the block on the incline.
This means that rotational motion is not
considered. If the cylinder moves up the
direction of the friction force downward.
If the cylinder moves down the direction
of the friction force upward.
Student just pay attention to only rotate
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Result

Student conception
motion. The cylinder moves down, the
direction of the frictional force
downward. Cylinders move upwards
direction of friction force upward.
The correct concept is the direction of friction force on different cylinders with
block. The moving block down in the incline, the direction of the friction force is up. If
the block moves up, then friction force downward. Cylinders moved up / down in the
incline plane will experience rotate motion and translation. Cylinders have torque at the
center of mass whose value is not equal to zero. Cylinder rotation motion because there
is a force. The force is the frictional force. The cylinder that moves down on the
inclined plane has a frictional upward force direction because the torque at the center of
the mass accelerates the cylinder movement. Cylinders that move up, cylinder rotate
motion will slow or decrease. The decreasing rotational motion indicates that the
angular acceleration in the cylinder is negative. Negative angular acceleration can be
achieved if the friction force points upward.
3.3. Friction force on bicycle wheel
Table 3. The result of the frictional force concept on the bicycle wheel
Test
Result
Q5. The bike moves to the left like Figure 2. Draw
93.94% incorrect (72.73%
the forces (frictional force) on both bicycle wheels.
students answered the
frictional force direction to
the right/back and 21.21%
answered the frictional force
direction to the left/forward)
and 6.06% no respon
Figure 2. Bicycle two wheels
(Source: www.google.com)
Q6. The bike will start moving toward the negative x
axis as shown in Figure 6. The first wheel (front
wheel) is not connected to the chain, while the
second and third wheels are connected to the chain

96.97% incorrect (72.73%
students answered the
frictional force direction to
the right/back ans 24.24%
answered the frictional force
direction to the left/forward)
and 3.03% no respon

Figure 6. Bicycle three wheels
Draw the forces (including the frictional force) on
each wheel on the bike.
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Test
Q7. Figure 7 is a picture of a two-wheeled bicycle
with a bicycle pedal on the front wheel

Figure 7. two-wheeled bike with a front-wheel drive
(Source: www.google.com)
Draw the forces (including the frictional force) on
each wheel on the bike.

Result
93.94% incorrect (72.73%
answered the direction of the
frictional force on both rear
wheels and 15.15% answered
the direction of the frictional
force on both wheels
forward.
12.12% did not give a clear
answer

Student conception in Q5, 93,94% student have conception which less appropriate
with concept of direction of friction force on bicycle wheel. Students draw the direction
of the frictional force on the front wheel and the rear wheel toward the rear/right, as in
Figure 3

Figure 3. An example of a student's answer. the direction of the frictional force
backward/right
The student replied as Figure 3 because the direction of the friction force is opposite
to the direction of the motion of the bicycle. Questions Q5 bikes move to the front/left,
so according to the students is friction direction towards the back/right. Students do not
consider the motion of rotation on the rear wheels. Students only consider translational
motion on the bike. Students assume bike motion such as block motion. The assumption
makes students have a conception, the bike move to the left will have a friction force to
the right. Students answer the direction of the frictional force on both bicycle wheels
towards the front/left, as shown in Figure 4.
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.
Figure 4. Examples of student answers, the frictional forces direction to forward / left
Students have opinion that the move wheel front/left has the acceleration to
counterclockwise. As a result friction force towards the front/left (interview). 6.06% of
the students had unclear answers and did not describe the direction of frictional forces,
such as Figure 5.

Figure 5. Did not give a clear answer about the direction of frictional force
The result of the interview is the student forgot with the concept of friction force,
confused command problem and describe it.
Question Q6 illustrates the direction of the frictional force on a bycycle that runs
toward the negative x-axis as Fig. 6. The result of the answer in Table 3 showed that no
student can correctly explain the direction of the frictional force. 72.73% of students
answer the direction of the friction force on the three wheels towards the back / right.
The result of the interview is the concept of frictional force as opposed to the direction
of motion. The bycycle moved towards the front/left, then the friction force on the
wheel back/right. Students 21.21% answered the direction of the friction force on the
three wheels to forward/left. Students opinion, if bicycle is moved to the front/left, the
wheel will rotate counterclockwise. The direction of the rotation of the wheel causes the
direction of the friction force towards the front/left. There are also 3.03% of students
who do not clearly describe the direction of frictional forces. The student said he forgot
about the concept of friction and confused.
Q7 illustrates the direction of the frictional force on a bicycle to the negative x-axis.
The bicycle pedal on the front wheel like Figure 7. Table 3 shows 93.94% of students
describe the direction of friction on the wheel with incorrect answers. The student's
answers are different. Students describe the direction of the frictional force on both
bicycle wheels towards the back/right. According to students friction force is a forcethat
inhibits the movement and its direction contrary to the direction of motion (interview).
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In addition, students describe the direction of the friction force on the two wheels
front/left. The reason is that the wheel spins towards the front/left so that the direction
of the friction force towards the front/left. 12.12% of students no response because
confused with the picture of the bike.
Table 3, students mentioned that the frictional force is opposed to the motion, such as
alternative concepts reported by other researchers (Cross, 2017). Almost all the students
gave a less precise answer on Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q7, although there are students who can
explain the process of the bike motion. There are two variations of incorrect answers.
The first is that the students only pay attention to the translational motion so the
frictional force is opposite to the motion direction. Second, the students only pay
attention to the rotate motion on the wheels so that the direction of the friction force to
the left. Students who do not describe the direction of friction because forgot the
concept of friction force, did not understand the intent of the problem that has been
given.
3.4. The concept to solve the question about tthe frictional force direction on the bike
Handhika (2017) explains that the bike events are moved, the frictional force on the
front wheel is different from the back wheel. The direction of the frictional force
backward for the front wheel and forwards for the rear wheels. Prasitpong (2010)
visualizes the direction of the frictional force on the bicycle wheel, shown in Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9.

Figure 8. (a) front wheel circuit. (b) The direction of friction force. W = weight, N =
normal force and force f = friction.
(Source: Prasitpong et al, 2010)
Figure 8 (a) shows the front wheel driven by the handle. The handle is connected to
the wheel axle. When the grip is pushed to the left, the wheels move translations and
rotations. The motion of the front wheel motion was caused by force act on the wheel
axle. The rotate motion was caused by the friction force between the surface of the
rubber plate and the tip of the bristles. Without friction, the wheel moves to the left but
does not rotate. Figure 8 (b) showed the direction of the frictional force. The bristles tip
leads to the right, so that the direction of the front wheel friction towards the right.
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Figure 9 (a) Rear wheel . (b) rear wheel free body diagram. W = weight, N = normal
force and force f = friction.
(Source: Prasitpong et al, 2010)
The direction of the frictional force on the rear wheel of the bike is shown in Fig. 9
(a). The bicycle pedal will move the chain, so the wheel rotated counterclockwise. The
rubber surface gives the frictional force on the tip of the bristles, leading to the left side.
If there is no friction force then the wheel will spin freely. Figure 9 (b) shows the tip of
the bristles pointing to the left, so that the direction of the friction force to the
left.Simple explanation by considering the two-wheeled bike with mass m1 and m2,
connected by a body bike M. Figure 10 is a free body diagram on the bicycle wheel.
The 2 wheels (rear) can move because of the torque acting on the wheels. The front
wheel of the bike is not connected chain and free spinning. Then, both wheels exert a
compressive force on a rigid body,, so that the corresponding reaction force on the
wheels is T1 and T2. If the bike goes to the left, the fundamental equation for
translation, ∑ 𝐹̅ = 𝑚𝑎. There are force acting on the rear wheel. It is frictional force. If
there is not frictional force on the rear wheel, the wheel can not be accelerated. The
front wheels, none of the W1, N1 or T1 styles contribute to the torque at the center of
the wheel, but the frictional force exists. The use of the torque relation equation with
moment of inertia 𝜏 = 𝐼𝛼, where 𝑎 = 𝛼𝑅. The cause of translation is the force of the
bicycle frame acts on the axle wheel and a linear acceleration to the left. So it is showed
that the frictional force on the front wheel f1 must opposite direction with the force ie
the direction to the right.

Figure 10. Free body diagram on a two-wheeled bicycle
The motion of the front wheel motion was caused by the skeletal force of the bicycle
acting on the axle wheel. While the motion of the front wheel rotation was caused by
104
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the friction between the wheels and the ground. In other words, if the front wheel does
not touch the ground, it will not be played at all. Finally, from both bicycle wheels
indicates that they both rotate in the same direction but the direction of the frictional
force on each wheel is opposite. Not all friction forces against motion. The direction of
friction force was determined by the cause of the movement of the object, not the
direction of the movement of the object.
Determined the value of frictional force, it can be observed that the moment of
inertia on both wheels I is equal. Total mass of bikes is 𝑚 = 𝑚1 + 𝑚2 + 𝑀. Linear
acceleration is
∑ 𝐹̅
𝑎=
(1)
𝑚
The friction force that occurs on the rear wheels is stronger than the front wheel.
∑ 𝐹̅ = 𝑓2 − 𝑓1, and 𝑓2 − 𝑓1 > 0. Equation (1):
𝑓2 − 𝑓1
𝑎=
(2)
𝑚1 + 𝑚2 + 𝑀
The wheels also move rotation. there is torque at the center of the wheel, using
𝑎
equations 𝜏 = 𝐹𝑅. Relationship between torque and inertia is 𝜏 = 𝐼𝛼, and 𝛼 = 𝑅. Linear
acceleration:
𝑎
𝜏=𝐼
(3)
𝑅
𝜏𝑅
𝑎=
(4)
𝐼
Assumes the moment of inertia on both wheels through the center of mass is 2I. Then
the moment of inertia is parallel with R is 𝐼 = 2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 . Linear acceleration is
𝜏𝑅
𝑎=
(5)
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )
The relationship between torque and inertia is
𝜏 = 𝐼𝛼
(6)
𝑎
If 𝜏 = 𝑅 𝑓1 and 𝛼 = , so equation (6) can write:
𝑅
𝑎
𝑅 𝑓1 = 𝐼
(7)
𝑅
Substitution of equation (5) to equation (7) to obtain frictional force values on the
front wheel.
𝜏𝑅
(
)
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )
𝑅 𝑓1 = 𝐼
𝑅
𝜏𝐼
𝑅 𝑓1 =
2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2
𝜏𝐼
𝑓1 =
(8)
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )𝑅
Substitution equation (5) and (8) to equation (2) to know friction force in rear wheel.
𝐼𝜏
)
𝑓2 − (
𝜏𝑅
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )𝑅
=
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )
𝑚
P S Wulandari, C Cari, N S Aminah
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𝜏𝑅
𝐼𝜏
)
𝑚
+
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )𝑅
𝜏
𝐼
(𝑚𝑅 + )
𝑓2 =
2
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅 )
𝑅
𝜏
(𝑚𝑅2 + 𝐼 )
𝑓2 𝑅 =
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )
𝜏(𝑚𝑅2 + 𝐼 )
𝑓2 =
(9)
(2𝐼 + 𝑚𝑅2 )𝑅
Equation (8) is the friction force in the front wheel. Equation (9) is the value of the
friction force on the rear wheel.
𝑓2 = (

4. Conclusion
Direction of frictional force on the rolling object was assumed to be equal to the
direction of the frictional force on the translation object. The result is 82.82% students
could describe the direction of friction force on moving objects translations, 18.18%
students could describe the direction of friction force on moving objects rotational
translations in the incline. all students could not describe the direction of friction on a
bicycle wheel. Student conception is the direction of friction force opposite to the
direction of motion. Students did not pay attention to the force direction that causes
objects to move.
5. Suggestion
Suggestions for next research is to test the students conception using the frictional
force equations on objects for translations and rotations.
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